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ABSTRACT: Over the past 35 years, DNA has been used to produce various
nanometer-scale constructs, nanomechanical devices, and walkers. Construction of
complex DNA nanostructures relies on the creation of rigid DNA motifs. Paranemic
crossover (PX) DNA is one such motif that has played many roles in DNA
nanotechnology. Specifically, PX cohesion has been used to connect topologically
closed molecules, to assemble a three-dimensional object, and to create two-
dimensional DNA crystals. Additionally, a sequence-dependent nanodevice based on
conformational change between PX and its topoisomer, JX2, has been used in robust
nanoscale assembly lines, as a key component in a DNA transducer, and to dictate
polymer assembly. Furthermore, the PX motif has recently found a new role directly in
basic biology, by possibly serving as the molecular structure for double-stranded DNA
homology recognition, a prominent feature of molecular biology and essential for many
crucial biological processes. This review discusses the many attributes and usages of PX-
DNAits design, characteristics, applications, and potential biological relevanceand
aims to accelerate the understanding of PX-DNA motif in its many roles and manifestations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
DNA, known as the hereditary material in almost all organisms,
has been used since the 1980s1 as a building block for the
directed self-assembly of custom two- and three-dimensional
(2D and 3D) objects, arrays, and devices bearing features on

the nanometer scale.2,3 The suitability of DNA for this purpose
is rooted in its inherent nanoscale features (diameter ∼2 nm,
helical pitch ∼3.5 nm, and persistence length ∼50 nm), its
predictable intermolecular strand recognition (where adenine
pairs with thymine and guanine pairs with cytosine), and its
programmable nature (the base sequence and oligonucleotide
length). DNA-based nanoscale construction relies on stable
motifs. Paranemic crossover (PX) DNA4 is a unique four-
stranded coaxial DNA motif. It contains a group of DNA
complexes with different major-groove separations and has
introduced a novel and unprecedented paradigm in DNA
nanotechnology by serving as a central element for
manufacturing state-of-the-art and programmable nanome-
chanical devices,5−11 including an assembly line12 and a DNA
computing system.13,14 It has also been used for synthesizing
nanostructures that span the range from individual objects15,16

Figure 1. Design of DNA motifs. (a) Motifs used in DNA nanotechnology: (i) Double-stranded DNA (DS). (ii) Holliday junction (HJ), a four-
arm junction that results from a single reciprocal exchange between double helices. (iii) Double-crossover (DX) molecule resulting from a double
reciprocal exchange between double helices. (iv) Triple-crossover (TX) molecule that results from two successive double reciprocal exchanges
involving three helical domains. Note that HJ, DX, and TX molecules all contain reciprocal exchanges between strands of opposite polarity. (v)
Paranemic crossover (PX) DNA, where two double helices exchange strands at every possible point where the helices come into proximity. (vi) JX2
molecule, a topoisomer of PX, that lacks two crossovers in the middle in contrast to the PX molecule. The orientation of the bottom helical
segments of PX and JX2 molecules differ by a half-turn of DNA (about 180°) as denoted by alphabetic labels. Note that exchanges in the PX and
JX2 molecules are between strands of the same polarity. (b) Comparison of B-DNA and PX-DNA. PX-DNA consists of interwrapped blue and red
double helices. Black arrowheads indicate the dyad axis of the molecule. For any given half-turn of DNA, either a major (wide) groove separation
(indicated by W) or a minor (narrow) groove separation (indicated by N) can flank the dyad axis. The helical pitches of both structures are
indicated. Half turns labeled U do not require complementarity between the blue and red strands for the PX structure to form, but those labeled H
do require it, so the sequences must be homologous in those regions.24 (c) Paranemic cohesion. Two half-PX molecules (closed dumbbells) are
partly complementary within the same strand and have PX complementarity to the other half-PX molecule. The two halves can interweave to
cohere two topologically closed molecules.40
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to one-dimensional (1D)17−19 and 2D periodic arrays.20,21 PX-
DNA is a molecule that bridges DNA nanotechnology and
biology and is the first designer/complex DNA motif that has
been successfully replicated in vitro22 and in vivo,23 by use of
naturally existing protein machinery. Beyond its contribution
as a molecular building block to DNA nanotechnology and
DNA computing, the PX-DNA motif has recently found a
potential new role directly in basic biology, by possibly serving
as the molecular structure for double-stranded DNA homology
recognition,24 a prominent feature of molecular biology and
essential for many crucial biological processes. The PX motif
has been one of the major contributors to the research of DNA
nanotechnology since the first PX-based paper5 was published
in Nature in 2002.
In this review, we discuss characteristics of the PX-DNA

motif and efforts to use this motif in nanomechanical devices,
1D and 2D arrays, DNA computing, and DNA-based objects,
as well as its implied role in biology, which will cover the
literature published from 1964 to now. As the PX-DNA motif
has entered a new era of importance in chemistry, materials
science, and biology, we highlight the directions of PX-oriented
research to shed light on future uses of the PX-DNA motif to
create functional DNA nanomaterials and nanodevices, both in
vitro and in vivo, and to point out how this synthetic molecular
tool may help to elucidate the underlying mechanism for
highly complex double-stranded DNA homology recognition,
which will have broad implications for basic biology.

2. DESIGNER DNA MOTIFS AND PARANEMIC
CROSSOVER DNA

The DNA double helix is mostly a topologically linear chain
[Figure 1a(i)], and connecting many such linear molecules
would mainly result in a longer linear (1D) structure. For it to
be used in constructing structures that span multiple
dimensions, a branch point is required. Branched DNA
molecules can be created by crossover (i.e., by reciprocal
exchange) of strands between two adjacent double helices.
Such branched DNA junctions are known to occur in nature,
such as the Holliday junction (HJ) [Figure 1a(ii) illustrates a
singly branched HJ] that is known to be an intermediate in
genetic recombination.25 However, naturally occurring
branched DNA junctions are not stable, and the junction
points can migrate via branch recombination due to 2-fold
sequence symmetry. Immobile DNA junctions have been
created by a sequence symmetry minimization strategy,1,26

made possible by the chemical synthesis of DNA strands with
any desired sequence. Branched DNA junctions containing
three, four, five, six, eight, or 12 DNA double-helix arms have
been assembled and characterized.26−29 Furthermore, rigid
DNA motifs have been designed and constructed by
performing multiple reciprocal exchanges between strands of
the same or opposite polarity. Two early examples of such rigid
and stable DNA motifs are the double-crossover [DX,
containing two DNA duplexes; Figure 1a(iii)]30 and triple-
crossover [TX, containing three DNA duplexes; Figure
1a(iv)]31 structures, derived by reciprocal exchange between
strands of either the same polarity, opposite polarity, or a
combination of both. These two rigid DNA motifs have been
further assembled into periodic DNA 2D arrays31,32 that have
successfully served as molecular platforms to arrange external
elements, such as gold nanoparticles33 or peptides,34 with
nanometer precision.

2.1. Characteristics of Paranemic Crossover DNA

Paranemic crossover (PX) DNA is a four-stranded DNA
structure that is created by reciprocal exchange between
strands of the same polarity at every possible point where two
juxtaposed DNA duplexes come in close proximity. It has a
paranemic character because the backbones of the two
component helices, as shown in Figure 1a(v) and Figure 1b,
are not linked and thus can be separated from each other
without the need for strand scission. In comparison to B-DNA
(Figure 1b), the helical repeat of two individual DNA domains
(red or blue) in the PX structure is similar to the twist in
canonical B-form DNA duplex. However, the helical repeat of
PX-DNA is about twice that of conventional B-DNA; that is,
the net twist is about half that of B-DNA. For any given half-
turn of PX-DNA, a major (wide) groove separation (denoted
by W) or a minor (narrow) groove separation (denoted by N)
can flank the central dyad axis of the structure. PX complexes
with a major-groove separation of five, six, seven, eight, or nine
nucleotide pairs and a minor-groove separation of four, five, or
six nucleotide pairs have been successfully assembled (denoted
PX-5:5, 6:4, 6:5, 6:6, 7:4, 7:5, 8:5, and 9:5, corresponding to
the number of nucleotides in the major and minor grooves,
respectively).4 Such PX motifs have been proved to be stable in
solution by both molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and
experiments.4,35 PX complexes with major/minor-groove
separations such as 5:5, 6:4, and 7:4 have been recently used
to assemble DNA objects and 2D arrays.15,20 Additionally, the
PX structure can be assembled from a simple topologically
closed single-stranded DNA, which lays the basis for PX
amplification by use of biological machinery.22,23 Furthermore,
a topoisomer of PX structure, JX2, that lacks two crossovers
[Figure 1a(vi)] and thereby differs from PX structure by a half
DNA turn rotation [about a 180° rotation of the bottom
helices, denoted by the letters flanking their helices in Figure
1a(v,vi)], has been designed and used as a key motor
component for operating various sequence-dependent DNA
nanomechanical devices/machines.5−7,9,12

As illustrated in Figure 1b, formation of a PX molecule can
also be viewed as the interwrapping of two double-stranded
DNAs, one pair red and one pair blue. Along the two DNA
duplexes in PX, intrahelix base pairing is indicated as
alternating between two paired red strands or two paired
blue strands (in the half turns labeled U), and interhelix base
pairing is formed between paired red and blue strands (in the
half turns labeled H). Essentially, the regions denoted U do not
require complementarity, while homology is needed only in
the half turns labeled H to form PX-DNA if the sequences are
not designed to minimize sequence symmetry. Hence, two
DNA double helices are so-called PX-homologous if they
contain identical sequences in the half-turns labeled H but not
in the half-turns labeled U. Of course, the ability of two double
helices that carry PX-homologous sequences to form PX-DNA
is believed not to prevent fully homologous DNA duplexes
from establishing this structure,36,37 thereby suggesting a
possible role of PX-DNA in the recognition of homology
between DNA double helices.24

2.2. Paranemic Crossover DNA Cohesion

The most commonly used form of intermolecular cohesion
between DNA double helices is by short (2−6 nt long) sticky
ends that provide high intermolecular specificity.38 However,
the cohesive strength afforded by short sticky ends has been
found insufficient for linking large objects together.39 More
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importantly, nonspecific hybridization may occur between
undesired pairs of long sticky ends, which can compromise
proper intermolecular recognition. An alternative form of
intermolecular binding is available through the PX motif
(called PX cohesion herein; see Figure 1c) where each of the
two components contains a half-PX segment (a partially paired
double-stranded structure) that is able to hybridize with
another half-PX segment to form a full PX structure. PX
cohesion has been used to connect topologically closed DNA
molecules, which is not possible via sticky-ended cohesion.40

Sequences of the unpaired regions of each half-PX segment,
which are responsible for the fidelity of PX cohesion, can be
programmed to provide intermolecular recognition with high
specificity, similar to the short sticky ends. Furthermore, the
length of the PX domains can be adjusted to provide the
desired cohesive strength for linking large objects.40

3. PARANEMIC CROSSOVER DNA-BASED
NANOMECHANICAL DEVICES

Nanoscale DNA machines and devices can be designed to
change their conformational states in response to external
stimuli, such as temperature,41,42 pH,43,44 and ionic con-
ditions,45,46 as well as to photoisomerization47,48 and protein
binding.49,50 DNA devices can also be developed to undergo
sequence-dependent conformational changes driven by toe-
hold-mediated strand-displacement reactions (branch migra-
tion).51 Compared to devices that act on environmental cues,
sequence-dependent DNA nanomechanical devices allow for
more precise addressability of particular device states by
design.
3.1. PX−JX2 Rotary Device

One type of such a sequence-dependent device is operated on
the basis of interconversion between the PX structure (state)
and its topoisomer, JX2.

5 As shown in Figure 2, the early PX−
JX2 device consisted of a motor compartment in which one of
the strands in the red and purple helices was interrupted and
replaced with a pair of yellow set strands. These strands had
unpaired single-stranded regions that acted as toeholds for
initiating a strand displacement reaction. Removal and
replacement of these set strands led to different states of the
device. Specific pairs of set strands were used to fix the device
in either the PX (yellow strands) or the JX2 state (light blue
strands). Starting from the PX state, addition of the full
complements (fuel strands) to the yellow set strands displaced
these strands from the PX state, leading to an unstructured
frame. The energy used to drive such a device came from the
extra base-pairings between the fuel and set strands. The fuel
strands were biotinylated so that duplexes of the set strands
and their complements could be removed by magnetic
streptavidin particles. Addition of a pair of light blue set
strands converted the frame to the JX2 structure; addition of
the light blue fuel strands again produced the frame; and
addition of the yellow set strands restored the PX state. Each
PX−JX2 or JX2−PX structural conversion resulted in a half-
turn rotation between their helix ends as indicated by the
letters in Figure 2. From this two-state PX−JX2 rotary device,
one could imagine that if N different PX−JX2 devices could be
incorporated into a 2D or 3D DNA crystalline array, 2N

different structural states would be available for applications
such as DNA-based universal computation.13,14 This platform
was further expanded to 3N states by using a three-state device
reported previously.9 In addition to just relying on the toehold-

mediated strand-displacement reaction to drive the device
motion, switching between the two PX−JX2 device states can
also be driven by RNA strands via a cover-strand strategy.8 The
work suggests the potential of utilizing such a device in vivo,
where endogenous RNA transcripts are largely single-stranded.
Additionally, operation of two sets of PX−JX2 devices have
been achieved by using the same pair of set strands to perform
reciprocal rotary motions synchronously.11 These unique
device setups have added new elements to the toolbox for
use in nanorobotics and DNA computing.
3.2. Polymer Assembly
The PX−JX2 device has further served as a key component to
assemble DNA nanomechanical machinery that enables the
synthesis of products with desired sequences determined by
the state of the PX−JX2 device (Figure 3a).6 In this system,
two unique PX−JX2 devices were used in succession to
connect and control the relative orientations of a diamond-
shaped motif and a pair of double-diamond-shaped wings.
Programmed sticky ends on the outer edges of the diamond-
shaped motifs (indicated by Arabic numbers in Figure 3a)
were available to bind respective DX molecules that contained
a continuous DNA strand extending from one end to the other.
Changing the states of the two PX−JX2 devices independently
resulted in four (22) different combinations of sticky-end pairs
flanking two PX−JX2 devices. The pair of sticky ends between
these diamond-shaped motifs could then bind one of six DX
molecules in each of the two gaps. This process in turn
directed the synthesis of four different product molecules upon
ligation of the continuous strand in DX molecules. The state of
the PX−JX2 devices was solely established by the addition of
DNA set strands, which had no transcriptional relationship
with the final ligation product. Thus, this machinery carried the
translation features of a ribosome. When arbitrary polymers

Figure 2. PX−JX2 rotary device.5 The PX state of the device is
defined by the yellow set strands that can be removed by their
complements (step I) to leave an unstructured frame. The addition of
the light blue set strands (step II) converts the frame to the JX2
structure, in which the top and bottom domains are rotated by a half-
turn of DNA (about 180°) relative to their arrangement in the PX
conformation (denoted by alphabetic labels). Steps III and IV reverse
this process to return to the PX structure.
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were attached with the DX molecules, this ribosome-like
system could template the formation of diverse and
unprecedented polymers with highly controlled lengths and
compositions.
3.3. DNA Robot Arm

A PX−JX2 device has been placed and operated on a DNA 2D
array through a cassette that was designed to consist of a PX−
JX2 device to drive the motion, an insertion domain to attach
to the 2D array base, and a hairpin robot arm to report the
device state.7 The 2D array platform was formed from TX
molecules whose middle domains contained sticky ends
complementary to those in the insertion domain of the

cassette or a DNA duplex that acted as a reference marker for
determining the robot arm position and therefore the device
state (Figure 3b). Specifically, operation of the device was
reported by the directionality of the robot arm: it pointed
toward the marker in the PX state or away from the marker in
the JX2 state. This study provides an example of controllable
mechanical motion via a sequence-triggered nanorobotic
system within a fixed frame of reference. Furthermore, the
strategy of using a PX−JX2-containing cassette and hairpin
robot arm has been adapted for operating a nanoscale assembly
line on a 2D DNA origami platform (see section 3.4).

Figure 3. Paranemic crossover DNA-based nanomechanical devices. (a) Schematic of the translation device based on the PX−JX2 system.6 There is
no transcriptional relationship between the set strands in the two PX−JX2 devices and the sequences in the translated product. (b) Insertion of a
device cassette into a DNA 2D array.7 The eight TX tiles that form the array are shown in different colors. Cohesive ends are shown to be the same
geometrical shape, although they all contain different sequences. (c) Nanoscale assembly line on a DNA origami platform.12 Three different PX−
JX2 devices hold cargoes C1 (5 nm particle), C2 (a pair of 5 nm particles), and C3 (10 nm particle). Switching of the device from JX2 to PX state
positions the cargo toward the DNA walker (W) for pickup. The illustration shows only the pickup of the first cargo. Scale bars: 50 nm. Adapted
with permission from ref 12. Copyright 2010 Macmillan Publishers Ltd. (d) DNA transducer based on a sequence of input tiles connected by PX−
JX2 devices.

13 Assembly of a set of computational tiles and output tiles provides a specific output based on the input provided. TEM results of the
computation (division of numbers 18 and 15 by 3 in binary) are shown on the right (i, iii). Zeroes and ones are represented by 5 and 10 nm gold
nanoparticles, respectively. Start or end tiles can be tagged with 15 nm streptavidin-gold nanoparticles (ii, iv) to provide a reference of where the
gold nanoparticle string starts or ends. Reprinted with permission from ref 13. Copyright 2012 The Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) DNA rotaxane
with a PX axle.55 The macrocycle is attached by a complementary single-stranded region on the JX2 portion of the axle. AFM image reprinted with
permission from ref 55. Copyright 2012 Wiley−VCH.
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3.4. Nanoscale Assembly Line

The concept7 of DNA cassettes that contain a PX−JX2 device
and a robot arm has been successfully adapted for constructing
a proximity-based nanoscale assembly line12 on a 2D DNA
origami platform.52 As illustrated in Figure 3c, the assembly

line consists of three important components: a rectangular-
shaped DNA origami52 that acts as the assembly line platform,
cassettes containing three independent PX−JX2 devices and
robot arms that serve as programmable cargo-donating devices,
and a DNA walker that can move on the track from device to

Figure 4. Paranemic crossover DNA-based nanoscale objects. (a) Folding of a 1.7 kb single strand and five short complementary strands, resulting
in an octahedron with five DX and seven PX struts.15 PX cohesive segments shown in the same color indicate PX complementarity. Note that
within each of these segments the strand is partially complementary to itself and partly complementary to its complementary half-PX indicated by
the same color. Adapted with permission from ref 15. Copyright 2004 Macmillan Publishers Ltd. (b) PX cohesion of two circles A and B, followed
by topo I treatment that interlocks the cohesive loops.19 Complementary loops are denoted by 1−1′ and 2−2′. Linking of one or both cohesive
loops results in a mono- or dicatenated complex. (i, ii) Knotilus70,71 representations of the native state of a dicatenated complex (Lk = 1 for both
links) and denatured state of a dicatenated complex (Lk = 2 for both links), respectively. (c) DNA tiles A and B that can cohere via PX-cohesive
tails and contain both complementary sticky ends (1−1′) and cohesive loops (2−2′).19 Annealed complexes can be knotted by ligation of sticky
ends followed by topo I treatment that interlocks the cohesive loops. 5′-Phosphates required for the ligation process are denoted by yellow circles.
(i, ii) Knotilus70,71 representations of two knots in their native states with (i) Lk = 1 and (ii) Lk = 2. All scale bars are 20 nm. Knotilus images
reprinted from ref 19. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (d) Left: Schematic depicting the formation of a locking domain based on PX
cohesion. Right: Illustration showing the double-stranded intermediate and fully formed single-stranded origami structure.66
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device to pick up cargoes. Each robot arm of the three PX−JX2
devices attached in succession on the origami platform
contains a different cargo: a 5 nm gold nanoperticle (AuNP)
on C1, a pair of 5 nm AuNPs on C2, and a 10 nm AuNP on
C3. Design of the walker is based on a tensegrity triangle53

with three hands and four feet, all consisting of single-stranded
DNA regions. The feet of the walker can bind to specific
single-stranded extensions protruding from the origami
platform and facilitate locomotion. When a device is switched
from an off-state (JX2) to an on-state (PX), the robot arm of
the device will position the corresponding cargo (AuNP)
toward the DNA walker (W) for pickup. As the walker
traverses the track, the hands can pick up one of the eight (23)
possible combinations of cargoes made available and
controlled by the state of the three independent PX−JX2
devices. In addition to the switching between PX (on) and JX2
(off) states, the walker movement and the cargo transfer from
robot arms to walker hands are also driven by toehold-based
strand displacement.51 Similar to the ribosome-like machi-
nery,6 the set strands used to control the states of three
individual PX−JX2 devices herein have no transcriptional
relationship with the final DNA−AuNP products. Further-
more, the synergy among these independent PX−JX2 devices
has provided programmability and spatial control of an
assembly line, which can be further employed in the assembly
of other external entities.
3.5. DNA Transducer

By adapting the strategy used in the assembly of ribosome-like
machinery (discussed in section 3.4), a series of PX−JX2
nanomechanical devices have been aligned sequentially to
form a 1D transducer that divides a number by 3.13 In this
transducer (Figure 3d), the computational input consisted of
individual two-state PX−JX2 devices that controlled the
orientations of six-domain-flat (6DF) DNA motifs; a set of
TX motifs serve as the computational or end tiles, and the
output was denoted by chelator DX tiles containing different-
sized AuNPs. More specifically, the transducer’s input layer
was formed by a linear arrangement of five 6DF motifs
connected by four PX−JX2 devices. The 6DF motifs contained
two different sticky ends on the top or bottom domain to
define each binary bit, 1 or 0, of the computational output,
which was controlled by the configuration of each of the PX−
JX2 devices as the input. As the device changed its state, the
top or bottom sticky ends of the 6DF motif bound to
complementary sticky ends on the lower domain of a
corresponding computational TX tile (indicating 0 or 1) that
in turn would determine which chelator DX tile fits on top of
the TX tile to display the computation output. The chelator
tile for binary bit 0 carried a 5 nm AuNP and bound to a 0-
indexing TX, while the chelator tile for binary bit 1 carried a 10
nm AuNP and bound to a 1-indexing TX. The output was thus
displayed by a series of 5 and 10 nm AuNPs with different
orders [Figure 3d(i,iii)]. In addition, start (DX) or end (TX)
tiles tagged with 15 nm AuNP were used to distinguish the
start or end of the output nanoparticle strings under TEM
imaging [Figure 3d(ii,iv)]. This transducer was used to
successfully demonstrate the division of a number by 3 (in
binary). In addition, a similar DNA transducer that involves
reciprocal PX−JX2 devices11 has been constructed for
programmable molecular choreography, with DX triangles as
topological markers, to display the computation output.54

Furthermore, successful integration and operation of PX−JX2

devices in 1D space6,13 has paved the way for expanding the
platform of operating such nanomechanical devices in 2D
space.
3.6. DNA Rotaxanes

Apart from being used as a motor for a device, PX and JX2
structures have also been used to assemble the axle of a DNA
rotaxane to reinforce its stiffness (Figure 3e)55 to ensure that
the molecular rotaxane assembly can better carry out
directional mechanical motion compared with an early version
of the rotaxane-based mechanical device built on a double-
stranded DNA axle.56 In the new design, the JX2 portion of the
rotaxane axle contains a single-stranded gap that can hybridize
with a complementary single-stranded region of the otherwise
double-stranded macrocycle (indicated in red in Figure 3e).
The ends of the rotaxane are ligated to spherical DNA stoppers
to prevent the macrocycle from getting off the axle. Addition of
the so-called release oligonucleotides, complementary to the
single-stranded region of the macrocycle, releases the macro-
cycle from the JX2 attachment point, thus resulting in a stable
DNA rotaxane with an interlocked, fully mobile macrocycle.
Such rigid rotaxane architectures can be integrated into higher-
order assemblies to enable the study of biological phenomena
that involve molecular motors.

4. PARANEMIC CROSSOVER DNA
COHESION-MEDIATED ASSEMBLY OF DNA
OBJECTS

4.1. Construction of DNA Polyhedra

Construction of DNA objects with a finite size depends on
programmed sticky ends as a main approach for intra/
interobject cohesion. Some such examples are cubes,57,58

tetrahedra,59 octahedra,60,61 and icosahedra.38 Paranemic
cohesion offers an alternative strategy for intramolecular
interaction when making DNA objects. One such DNA object
is a DNA octahedron constructed by folding a 1.7-kilobase-
long single-stranded DNA by use of PX cohesion for
intramolecular connection (Figure 4a).15 Specifically, initial
folding of the long single strand is assisted by five short [40
nucleotides (nt) each] synthetic DNA strands, which form an
intermediate flat structure composed of five DX struts, and 14
half-PX struts, each of which exhibits PX complementarity to
one other strut (coded with the same color in Figure 4a). The
five DX motifs formed after the initial folding serve as five of
the 12 edges of the octahedron; the 14 PX-cohesive segments
combine intramolecularly to form the remaining seven edges
upon final folding of the octahedron. The PX motif used in
making this DNA octahedron contains major- and minor-
groove separation of six and four base pairs (PX-6:4), which
was constructed and characterized before but was suggested to
be unstable in a four-strand complex.4 The observation is that
four-strand PX molecules seem most sensitive to the major/
minor groove ratio. As noted above, the 6:4 PX molecule is
stable when there is a large structure, of which the PX (6:4)
struts are a part, that may help to stabilize the strands more
readily than four free strands. In plasmids, where the whole
interaction is intramolecular, 11:5 PX molecules have formed
under superhelical stress.24,62 In addition to tile-based DNA
objects assembly, we want to point out that the DNA origami
strategy52 is another route to create larger DNA objects,63−65

however, without use of sticky-ended or PX cohesion strategy
for intramolecular linkages.
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4.2. DNA Catenanes and Knots

Apart from providing intramolecular connection, PX cohesion
has also been used to cohere two topologically closed DNA
motifs containing a pair of sequence-complementary loops to
produce various catenated and knotted structures.18 As shown
in Figure 4b, each circle consisted of a DX domain, a half-PX
tail, and two intermolecular-kissing loops. The two circles
could cohere via DNA base pairing between two half-PX
segments and between each of the two opposing loops (labeled
1 or 1′ and 2 or 2′ in Figure 4b) containing complementary
sequences. The hydrogen-bonding-based noncovalent inter-
action between the two circles could be converted into a
topological bond by topo I treatment, which enables strand
passage of the cohesive loops. The resulting complex could be
singly or doubly linked depending on whether one or both
loops were catenated. In addition, each of the catenated loops
could be linked either once or twice due to the flexibility of the
16-base-pair complementary tract in the loops, leading to the
formation of multiple mono- and dicatenated products [one
example for each is shown in Figure 4b(i,ii)]. For the creation
of knotted structures, the component PX tiles containing one
set of sticky ends and one intermolecular-interacting loop have
been designed and used. As shown in Figure 4c, the sticky end
on the DX domain of tile A contains 3′−3′/5′−5′ linkages,
while tile B contains a regular sticky end on the tip of the half-
PX tail. The two tiles can thus cohere via Watson−Crick
complementarity between the two half-PX segments (PX
cohesion), the complementary loops, and the sticky ends.
Topo I treatment on the cohesive loops resulted in the

formation of knots with a linking number of 1 or 2 depending
on the length (11 or 16 nt) of the complementary tract carried
in the loops [Figure 4c(i,ii)]. Circular constructs connected by
paranemic cohesion and then interlinked by topo I can be used
to construct novel DNA objects and arrays that can therefore
withstand heat and chemical denaturation and better resist
digestion by DNA exonuclease.
4.3. Single-Stranded Origami

Recently, a strategy was developed to create origami structures
from only a long single-stranded DNA and RNA.66 Distinct
from the conventional origami assembly method that relies on
hundreds of staple strands for assembly and sticky-ended
cohesion for intermolecular linkage, this so-named single-
stranded origami (ssOrigami) strategy employs partially
complementary double-stranded regions and takes advantage
of the unique PX cohesion capability to connect topologically
closed units in a sequence programmable manner. More
specifically, as illustrated in Figure 4d, the long single strand
has self-complementary regions resulting in a double-stranded
intermediate. The unpaired locking domains fold in a half-PX
fashion, resulting in a fully assembled origami structure via PX
cohesion. The ssOrigami strategy is able to create DNA
structures as large as a 10 682-nt rhombus shape and RNA
structures containing up to 6337 nt, demonstrating a manifold
improvement in the complexity of structures self-folded from
ssDNA or ssRNA.22,67−69 The feasibility of this strategy to
create RNA nanostructures points toward the use of PX
cohesion not just in a DNA context but also in RNA-based
designs. Moreover, a key feature of ssOrigami is that the

Figure 5. Assembly of 1D and 2D arrays by paranemic crossover DNA cohesion. (a) 1D array formed by PX cohesion of DNA tiles.18 The loops at
the ends of the DNA tile can be mechanically interlocked via topo I treatment. Addition of biotin moieties (shown as green circles) on component
tiles provides an attachment site for streptavidin/gold conjugates. This strategy can be used to create infinite 1D arrays as well as finite arrays from
specific numbers of component DNA tiles. TEM images of (i) three-, (ii) four-, (iii) five-, and (iv) six-component arrays are shown on the right.
Scale bars: 50 nm. TEM images reprinted from ref 18. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (b) DNA 2D arrays formed by a Z-shaped
motif that coheres via T-junction formation in the horizontal direction (x/x′ and y/y′) and via PX cohesion in the vertical direction (z/z′).20,21
Complementary regions are denoted as shape-fitting geometrical shapes. 2D arrays resulting from variations of the PX motifs are shown on the
right: (i) PX-6:5, (ii) PX-5:5, (iii) PX-6:4, and (iv) PX-9:5. Reprinted with permission from refs 20 and 21. Copyright 2016 and 2017 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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structure can be replicated by use of both in vitro15,22,67,68 and
in vivo protein machineries.23,67

5. PARANEMIC CROSSOVER DNA-MEDIATED
FORMATION OF DNA ARRAYS

5.1. One-Dimensional Arrays via Paranemic Crossover
DNA Cohesion

The strategy of connecting topologically closed units by PX
cohesion and a pair of kissing loops has also been used in the
creation of catenated 1D arrays18 composed of two component
circular tiles containing a central DX domain flanked on both
sides by PX cohesive tails (half-PXs). As shown in Figure 5a,
the top part of the DX domain and either end of the PX tail is
closed by a 26 nt stem−loop. The two circular tiles cohere in
an alternating fashion to form a 1D array via PX cohesion and
loop kissing. The arrayed tiles can further be topologically
linked after topo I treatment to produce a polycatenated linear
array with the repeated units still staying connected even at
high temperatures when all the DNA base pairs are denatured.
Such tiles, when modified to contain biotin moieties, have
acted as scaffolds to spatially position streptavidin-coated gold
nanoparticles into 1D arrays. Sequence of these PX cohesive
tiles can be programmed to create n-component finite arrays
and display specific numbers of gold nanoparticles [Figure
5a(i−iv)].
5.2. Two-Dimensional Arrays via Paranemic Crossover
DNA Cohesion

Similar to the self-assembly of DNA objects, formation of
DNA 2D arrays from rigid DNA motifs is mainly achieved via
sticky-ended cohesion.31,32 Earlier attempts at using PX
cohesion as an alternate strategy to create DNA 2D arrays
were not successful. For example, DX triangle motifs with PX
cohesive segments extended from each edge were designed to
form a trigonal pseudohexagonal 2D array but resulted only in
ill-formed arrays that contain cavities flanked by four or six
triangles.16 DX triangle motif with double PX cohesion was

also unsuccessful in forming the designed arrays,16 although
the same motif was able to successfully produce trigonal
pseudohexagonal arrays when assembled with sticky ends.72

Although the PX motif is believed to be rigid, its helical
structure is still not as well-characterized as the B-DNA
structure in sticky ends.73 The early attempts just assumed a B-
DNA helical structure of PX motif, which seemed to be
inaccurate. This has been evidenced by the formation of
unexpected bent intermolecular structures of PX in the
attempts at making trigonal pseudohexagonal 2D arrays,16

which suggests that the periodicity of PX cohering segments
deviates from that of canonical B-DNA.
To this end, a Z-shaped DNA motif (called Z-tile herein)

that involves both PX and sticky-ended cohesions has recently
been designed and successfully applied to form single-tile-
based DNA 2D arrays.20 Shown in Figure 5b, the Z-tile is a
two-stranded complex that contains a central vertical double-
helical domain with two half-PX regions (z/z′ in Figure 5b)
extending above and below the DNA duplex, in opposite
directions. Each half-PX is flanked by a sticky end on one side
and a single-stranded loop on the other that can pair with their
complementary regions on the other half-PX region (x/x′ or y/
y′ in Figure 5b). Upon annealing, Z-tiles will associate via PX
cohesion in the vertical orientation and via sticky-end-
mediated T-junction formation in the horizontal orientation
that leads to the formation of periodic 2D arrays. Compared to
other PX variations (PX-5:5, PX-7:5, PX-8:5, PX-6:4, and PX-
7:4) tested in the study, the Z-tile with a PX-6:5 structure was
found to yield a larger and more uniform 2D lattice [Figure
5b(i)]. This is possibly due to the stress associated within PX-
5:5, PX-7:5, PX-8:5, PX-6:4, or PX-7:4 motifs that deviate
from canonical B-form DNA much more than a PX-6:5 motif.
An immediate follow-up study21 has tested this hypothesis by
showing that such stress can be relieved by the addition or
deletion of base pairs in the PX region of the Z-tile for tuning
the major- and minor-groove separations of the PX variants
closer to that of B-DNA, thereby yielding larger and more
uniform 2D lattices [Figure 5b(ii−iv)].

Figure 6. Replication and biological relevance of paranemic crossover DNA. (a) Schematic of rolling-circle amplification (RCA)-based enzymatic
replication of PX-DNA.22 (b) Schematic drawing showing in vivo replication of PX-DNA.23 The single-stranded DNA that can fold into a PX
structure is inserted into single-stranded M13mp18 viral DNA, transformed into XL1-Blue cells, and amplified in bacteria in the presence of helper
phages. High copy numbers of cloned nanostructures are obtained by standard molecular biology techniques.
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6. PARANEMIC CROSSOVER DNA AMPLIFICATION
USING BIOLOGICAL MACHINERIES

DNA oligonucleotides used for the self-assembly of DNA
motifs (including PX) and DNA arrays are mainly obtained
from phosphoramidite chemistry-based74 automated synthesis
on a solid support. However, this commonly used DNA
synthesis approach is still expensive, and more importantly, it is
an unaffordable and inefficient approach to producing a long
single-stranded DNA that itself can fold into a nanostructure.
Hence, a more economic and efficient method of producing
such long single-stranded DNA is desired. It has been reported
that circular single-stranded DNA molecules with the
propensity to fold into a PX structure can be amplified both
in vitro, via rolling-circle amplification (RCA) (Figure 6a),22

and in vivo, via cell cloning (Figure 6b),23 with high efficiency
and sequence fidelity. Impact of these studies is 2-fold. First,
results from these experiments suggest that PX structure can
survive complex enzymatic processes even in vivo, which is
supported by the fact that both replications proceed at 37 °C, a
temperature lower than the PX melting temperature,4 when PX
structure should still be largely intact. Thus, RCA-involved or
in vivo cloning-involved enzymatic machinery is able to
efficiently unwind, at least locally, then pass through and finally
copy the whole PX molecule. Second, these studies also
provide economical, reliable, and high-yield strategies for large-
scale production of long single-stranded DNA molecules,
capable of folding into DNA objects by themselves67 or into
2D arrays together with other DNA oligonucleotides.75,76

Asymmetric polymerase chain reaction (PCR)77 was also
suggested as a viable strategy, mainly to create long ssDNAs
that serve as DNA scaffolds for DNA origami assembly. Along
this direction, recent advances in asymmetric PCR provide
control over ssDNA sequence completely from 3′ to 5′ end;
these advances were used to produce ssDNA of lengths ranging
from 100 nt up to 15 000 nt, and the process can be purely
enzymatic.65,78 Such developments could be valuable for novel
DNA constructions and specifically for PX cohesion-assisted
ssOrigami assembly (discussed in section 4.3).66

7. PARANEMIC CROSSOVER DNA AND DNA
HOMOLOGY RECOGNITION

It has been reported that pairing of chromosomal regions with
similar or identical DNA sequences occurs in the absence of
DNA breakage and homologous recombination (HR). This so-

called recombination-independent homologous pairing (ab-
breviated to RIHP herein) exists in a variety of cellular
contexts79 and is known to play vital roles in many important
biological processes.80−82 Previous studies have uncovered the
presence of higher-order DNA structures when two homolo-
gous DNA duplexes associate under physiological conditions in
vitro, yet they have not provided much insight into the
underlying molecular mechanism.83,84 McGavin36 and Wil-
son37 have proposed paranemic motifs that are appealing
models of homologous recognition, helpful to elucidate some
homologous pairing data.85 However, formation of such motifs
has not been demonstrated experimentally. PX has recently
been implicated as the DNA motif in RIHP,24 supported by
experimental data that demonstrate the fusion of two DNA
duplexes into a higher-order structure with predicted length
and position when duplexes carrying a PX-homologous
sequence4 are cloned in a negatively supercoiled plasmid. As
illustrated in Figure 7, this fusion is believed to be activated by
Gibbs free energy86 (associated with supercoiled DNA87 in
prokaryotes, as circular plasmids, and in eukaryotes, as packed
around histones in chromatin) and driven by the relaxation of
supercoiling via forming PX structure (the formation of PX-
DNA can untwist B-DNA) in the presence of DNA homology.
The observation agrees with the note that every functional
output of DNA is shaped by mechanical properties conferred
by DNA topology and supercoiling.88 Moreover, atomic force
microscopic (AFM) imaging of the patterns generated in vitro
and in vivo after psoralen cross-linking further proves that
strands in the two homologous regions form DNA crossovers,
like those formed in PX, rather than a bare DNA−DNA
backbone juxtaposition.24 Departing from this point, more in
vivo effort is needed to elucidate the biological functions of PX
motif in RIHP.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The PX motif carries distinct features in at least three different
aspects: as a structural and intermolecular connecting motif in
the self-assembly of DNA nanostructures (section 8.1), as a
motor component of functional nanomechanical devices
(section 8.2), and as a potential structural motif in DNA
homology recognition (section 8.3).

Figure 7. Schematics of fusing two homologous duplexes into a shaftlike structure, activated by the free energy associated with supercoiled plasmid.
(a) Interwound structure that has not contorted itself to relax; red parts of the backbone are closer to the reader than blue parts. B-DNA is drawn
to the right in color coding that corresponds to the molecule on the left. (b) Transition state in plasmids from B-DNA (supercoiled) to PX-DNA
(relaxed). DNA base pairs in homologous duplexes are melted by use of the free energy associated with supercoiled plasmid. (c) Molecule that has
relaxed by forming a PX structure, drawn as alternating red and blue boxes on the left, with the molecular structure on the right.24 PX-induced
relaxation will lead to a dumbbell structure, with a long shaft flanked by loops on either end. The position of the inserted homologous DNA will
affect the position of the shaft and the sizes of the loops. (d) Energy levels associated with the transition from supercoiled to intermediate (1) to
relaxed plasmids (2). Ea, activation energy; ΔG, gained free energy.
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8.1. Paranemic Crossover DNA in Structural DNA
Nanotechnology

In the structural aspect, the paranemic nature of the PX motif
is useful for the construction of topologically closed DNA
structures, which will provide enhanced stability to complex
structures against enzymatic degradation (specifically by DNA
exonucleases). As an alternative to sticky-ended cohesion, PX
cohesion is able to afford cohesive strength for linking large
objects while keeping a high intermolecular interacting
specificity, as sticky ends do. In this context, the mechanical
rigidity of PX molecules has been studied by MD simulations.
Studies revealed that the stretch modulus of PX and its
topoisomer JX2 structure is significantly higher (∼30%)

compared to normal B-DNA of the same sequence and
length.89 Molecular dynamics simulations have also provided
atomic models of both PX and JX2 structures.35,90 Despite
these simulated structures of PX and the recent success using
PX in the formation of 2D arrays,20,21 characteristics of PX-
DNA at the atomic level from experimental data are still
missing. Obtaining crystal structure of PX will help to improve
the design of PX and its derivatives (e.g., three-helical
paranemic crossover,91 or TPX)-involved nanostructures
(e.g., TPX 2D array shown in Figure 8a) and nanodevices.
Furthermore, knowing the molecular structure of PX-DNA will
assist in designing and evolving an anti-PX ligand to explore
the implicated biological functions of the PX motif better in

Figure 8. A few proposed ideas involving paranemic crossover DNA. (a) Structural diagram of a three-helical paranemic crossover (TPX) motif
with three double helices interwoven in a paranemic fashion (top).91 Such motifs tailed with sticky ends and optimized periodicity could self-
assemble into a 2D array (bottom). The three interweaving double helices are shown in different colors for clarity, while complementary sticky ends
are shown as complementary geometrical shapes. (b) Applications of PX−JX2 nanomechanical device. (i) Scaled-up assembly lines on larger DNA
origami: five different cargoes (C1−C5) are denoted as colored spheres, and the third cassette is in the PX state, thus positioning cargo C3 toward
the walker (W). Additional slots on the origami platform for insertion of PX−JX2 devices are also shown. (ii) Molecular choreography: A series of
PX−JX2 devices carrying topological markers can be designed to indicate features depending on the states of the devices. Topological markers
(diamond shapes) in PX and JX2 states are shown in different colors for clarity (yellow for JX2 and light green for PX). In the example shown, the
JX2 states of the devices show a topological feature (yellow diamonds) in a T-shape. (iii) Biosensing based on analyte-induced reconfiguration: Two
PX−JX2 devices, one with a quencher (gray circle) and one with a fluorophore (yellow circle), can be positioned so that the fluorescence is
quenched in the off-state. Addition of a target molecule can be designed to reconfigure one of the devices, thus moving the fluorophore away from
the quencher, resulting in a fluorescent signal (on-state). (c) Workflow diagram illustrating the principles of genome-wide chromatin
immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-Seq), where the location of DNA binding sites on the genome for anti-PX ligand could be investigated. In
short, biotinylated anti-PX ligand introduced in living cells is cross-linked by formaldehyde to the DNA to which it is bound. Following cross-
linking, the cells are lysed and the DNA is broken into small pieces (0.2−1.0 kb) by sonication. The ligand−DNA complex can be
immunoprecipitated out of cellular lysates by use of streptavidin-coated beads (e.g., magnetic or agarose beads). The ligand−DNA complexes are
then purified and heated to reverse the formaldehyde cross-linking, resulting in the separation of DNA from the ligands. The isolated DNA
fragments can be sequenced by Illumina sequencing, a next-generation sequencing technology. Massively parallel sequence analyses can then be
carried out in comparison with existing whole-genome sequence databases to determine temporal and spatial parameters of homologous
interactions at single-nucleotide resolution.
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RIHP (discussed in section 8.3). One possible solution is to
make a new PX-carrying motif derived from the recently
reported Z-tile20 design to form a 3D DNA crystal for directly
resolving the PX atomic structure via X-ray diffraction.
Incorporating a PX component in a tensegrity triangle motif
for rationally designed 3D DNA crystals is also a potential
route to this end.92 Another route is to assemble individual PX
molecules onto a large 2D DNA framework such as DNA brick
crystals93 with a precise spatial arrangement or to use DNA
origami-based molecular supports94 and then to image the
whole assembly for achieving PX atomic structure by X-ray free
electron laser (XFEL) holography95 or cryo-electron micros-
copy (cryo-EM).96

The PX molecules discussed in this review are assembled by
traditional Watson−Crick base pairing. It would be worth
investigating formation of the PX complex by using component
strands that may contain modified nucleotides,97 nontradi-
tional base pairs98 or xeno-nucleic acids.99, DNA modifications
are known to occur in nature,100 and understanding the
thermodynamics, structural characteristics, and resulting
stability of PX complexes involving modified nucleotides
could shed light on any biological relevance such as enzymatic
activity on these complexes. Moreover, incorporation of
unnatural base pairs is known to enhance the stability of
DNA nanostructures.101 Thus, PX motifs containing such
alternate bases and base-pairing patterns might provide
additional capabilities for structural DNA nanotechnology in
the creation of robust architectures.
8.2. Paranemic Crossover DNA in Nanomachines

As the motor component of nanomechanical machines and
devices, it is plausible to use the PX−JX2 device on a structural
scaffold to position reactants spatially and to direct proximity-
enhanced chemical reactions as done previously, based on a
simple DNA duplex−triplex transition.102 The assembly line
constructed with the PX−JX2 device was programmed to have
a DNA walker pick up any combination of cargoes from three
different stations.12 The number of stations is limited mainly
by the size of the assembly line platform. Larger 2D DNA
origami platforms103 are now available and could be used to
increase the number of stations on an assembly line from
which the walker can pick up cargoes [Figure 8b(i)]. The
device could also be programmed to reload after the first round
of cargo pickup and delivery. Moreover, similar to previous
reports that use topological markers for AFM,104 PX−JX2
device can be used to direct molecular choreography and
create specific patterns based on molecular cues [Figure
8b(ii)]. PX−JX2 devices integrated on a 2D DNA origami
platform can sense the addition or presence of a target analyte
that induces a conformational change between PX and JX2
states through the release of specific fuel or set strands (e.g., ref
105). Fluorescent signals can be used as the readout for such a
nanoscale-sensing array, as illustrated in Figure 8b(iii).
Previous reports have shown RNA versions of paranemic
motifs to be useful in biosensing.106,107 This indicates that
similar strategies could be employed that use the DNA version
of PX for applications in biology and medicine. In principle,
any application requiring two states in different spatial
orientation can be achieved by use of a PX−JX2 device.
8.3. Paranemic Crossover DNA in Biology

On the biology front, existing evidence has suggested that PX-
DNA may be formed during homologous pairing (HP), but
results are still inconclusive. Further investigation of PX

biological functions is needed to obtain more in vivo evidence,
by either applying conventional biological methods or
developing new molecular and genetic tools. One possible
idea for such investigation that uses established methods is to
examine the effect of unusual PX structure on the regulation of
transcription initiation and elongation, as previously studied
with i-motifs.108 Since pairing of homologous DNA is a
conservative biological process, it is hard to raise an antibody
against HP/PX-DNA based on an immune response in the
animal. In this context, RNA aptamers or protein-based
molecular ligands with high PX affinity and specificity can be
sorted by directed-evolution approaches.109−111 Acquisition of
such an anti-PX/HP ligand may open up new avenues of
research for a better understanding of homologous search/
pairing-involved biological processes. These studies can be
carried out by combining anti-PX ligand-based immunopreci-
pitation112 with other advanced biotechnologies such as next-
generation Illumina sequencing113 and LC−MS (liquid
chromatography−mass spectrometry) proteomics.114,115

These combinatory approaches will provide comprehensive
information on HP and its related biological activities (e.g.,
change of nuclear architecture, synapsis, meiosis, and HR) at a
genomewide scale but with single-nucleotide or single-
molecule resolution. For example, a deep-sequencing-based
genomewide HP profiling strategy (Figure 8c) will likely
enable the extraction of temporal and spatial parameters of
homologous interactions and assist in understanding how HP
constrains HR, in a wide variety of organisms and cell types or
in a single cell type but at different developmental stages.
Visual HP profiling may also provide insight into diverse
genetic mysteries such as chromosome segregation/stability,
correlation between nuclear architecture/organization and
DNA repair, molecular mechanisms of genome manipulation,
and spatial arrangement of transcriptional units. All of these
will aid our understanding of the coordination of gene
expression. LC−MS-based proteomics can survey protein
binding partners that coimmunoprecipitated with anti-PX
ligand, which in turn will facilitate the study of protein−HP
complexes. Additionally, super-resolution imaging techni-
ques,116 capable of directly probing subpopulations of
molecules in discrete transient states of dynamic processes
(typically unresolvable in ensemble averages), will help track
and therefore potentially elucidate mechanisms behind the
dynamic behaviors of HP in biological activities. Availability of
in-depth understanding of fundamental HP processes and
profiles would further promote HP-based applications relevant
for engineering specific genome modifications, altering spatial
arrangements of chromosome domains, coordinating transcrip-
tional activity, and constraining the outcome of DNA repair
events. Finally, recent advances in single-molecule detec-
tion117,118 can also be adapted to identify homology-dependent
interactions between two half-PX DNA segments sliding in
opposite directions.
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ABBREVIATIONS
1D one-dimensional
2D two-dimensional
6DF six-domain flat
AFM atomic force microscopy
AuNPs gold nanoparticles
DX double crossover
EM electron microscopy
HJ Holliday junction
HP homologous pairing
HR homologous recombination
LC−MS liquid chromatography−mass spectrometry
MD molecular dynamics
PCR polymerase chain reaction
PX-DNA paranemic crossover DNA
RCA rolling-circle amplification
RIHP recombination-independent homologous pairing
TEM transmission electron microscopy
TPX three-helical paranemic crossover
TX triple crossover
XFEL X-ray free electron laser
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